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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the paper is to study the biochemical markers of blood in a 

population of Romanian Spotted cattle reared in SCDB Targu Mures. 

Horizontal and vertical electrophoresis was used according to the nature of the 

migration substrate, hydrolyzed potato starch and polyacrylamide, to determine 

the genotypes/phenotypes from the following loci: hemoglobin (Hb), serum 

transferrin (Tf) and serum albumin (Al). The identified genetic structures were 

used to characterize genetically the surveyed population and to determine the 

inheritance of these markers by the offsprings.
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INTRODUCTION

Genetics contributed with much knowledge to animal production increasing 

the efficiency of rearing, breeding and using the various species of farm 

animals.

Any characterization of an animal population, so as to be as complete as 

possible, requires the analysis of the population as a whole by analyzing the 

quantitative traits using biometric genetics and the analysis of each individual 

showing its hereditary quality traits using immunobiochemical genetics. The 

quantitative genetics contributed particularly to the development of a new 

statistic conception and providing thus animal production with a strong 

scientific support. Thus, the animal populations could be characterized as a 

whole based on the means and indices of variability of the productive traits 

(Ashton, 1959; Bangham, 1968; Buschmann, 1968).

As it is known, the development of the different traits in animals depends 

of the good order of a complex of biochemical processes, each of them 

functioning under a rigorous genetic control. The types of polymorphous 

proteins, the blood groups or other characters determined by a single pair of 

genes fall into the category of qualitative traits studied by the 

immunobiochemical genetics. These traits have been defined as being 

hereditary and they observe the laws of heredity, which ensures the unlimited 
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reproduction for thousands of years and the unaltered inheritance from one 

generation to another of the determined genes. The genes that control 

erythrocytar specificity and some serum proteins were the only stained genes 

for a long period, the respective specificities being regarded as “genetic 

markers”, true “fingerprints” currently used success in animal production. Their 

identification allows the determination with a high degree of accuracy of the 

identity and origin of the individuals using the paternity test, while the 

determination of their frequency at the level of population or breed is used to 

analyze and characterize genetically the animal populations and breeds.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

The experiment used blood samples collected from Romanian Spotted 

cattle as follows: 33 samples of full blood used to assess serum transferrin and 

albumin and 33 samples of blood with anticoagulant (EDTA) used to assess 

hemoglobin. The samples were collected from 15 dairy cows and 15 calves 

reared at SCDB Targu Mures and 3 bulls from SEMTEST Targu Mures, 51312-

String; 51387- Geber and 51375-Elrich, the samples being frozen semen.

The samples were collected in vacutainers with specific needles and 

holders. Tf and Al were assessed from the serum obtained after sample 

centrifugation. Hb was assessed fro  blood samples that were centrifuged 

several times and rinsed with saline in order to break the hemoglobin molecule 

and to release the protein, that is the globin. 

We used the horizontal electrophoresis (Smithies, 1955) with discontinuous 

buffer systems in two working variants according to the migration substrate, 

hydrolyzed potato starch and polyacrylamide (Granciu, 1977; Nica, 1994; 

Rebedea, 1998, 2005; Stamatescu, 1989).

Figure 1 Starch gel electrophoregram showing the hemoglobin types
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1 and 2 show the starch gel and polyacrylamide electrophoregram s 

with the genotypes identified at the loci of hemoglobins, transferrins and 

albumins.

Figure 2 Polyacrylamide electrophoregram showing the transferrin and albumin 

types

Hemoglobins

After the interpretation of the electrophoretic migrations from Hb locus we 

calculated allele and hemoglobin genotype frequency. Table 1 shows genotype 

distribution in the three categories of animals from the surveyed groups.

Table 1 Distribution of Hb genotypes in cows, calves and bulls

Alleles Genotypes Number of genotypes

Dam cows

A AA 13

B AB 2

Calves

A AA 8

B AB 3

BB 4

Sire bulls

A AA 1

B AB 2
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Table 2 Allele and genotype frequency at Hb locus

Allele

Allelic 

frequency

Genotypes

Number of 

genotypes

Genotype 

frequency

A 0.7727 AA 22 0.6666

B 0.2273 AB 7 0.2121

BB 4 0.1213

The three identified genotypes had the following frequency: the 

homozygous genotype AA scored 66.66%, the heterozygous genotype AB 

scored 21.21%, while the homozygous genotype BB scored 12.13%. Due to 

genotype distribution allele frequency was higher for allele A, which scored 

77.27%, compared to allele B which scored 22.73%.

No situations of paternity rejection were observed at Hb locus after 

analysing the offspring-dam-sire couples for allele inheritance from parents to 

offsprings (Table 3).

Table 3 Allele inheritance from parents to offsprings at Hb locus and analysis of the 

couples

Dam Sire Offspring

1-6434-Hb AA 1-51312-Hb AB 1-6829-Hb-AA

2-6475-Hb AA 2-51387-Hb AA 2-6830-Hb-AA

5-6331-Hb AA 3-51375-Hb AB 5-6807-Hb-AA

6-6408-Hb AA 3-51375-Hb AB 6-6822-Hb-AA

13-6479-Hb AA 3-51375-Hb AB 13-6811-Hb-AA

Transferrins

Table 4 shows genotype distribution at Tf locus in the three categories of 

animals.

Table 4 Distribution of Tf genotypes in cows, calves and bulls

Alleles Genotypes Number of genotypes

Dam cows

A AD 4

D DD 11

Calves

A AD 8

D DD 7

Sire bulls

A AD 2

D DD 1

Table 4 shows a lower genetic variability because of three genes 

determining the polymorphism at Tf locus in cattle: A, D and E (Bawling, 1999; 

Braend, 1968; Rebedea, 2005; Stamatescu, 1989), only the first two have been 

identified, gene E missing. Therefore, the surveyed population only displayed 2 

genotypes: the heterozygous genotype AD and the homozygous genotype DD.
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Table 5 shows the results of the biostatistic data processing concerning the 

alleles and genotypes at the Tf locus of the Romanian Spotted cattle.

Table 5 Allele and genotype frequency at Tf locus 

Allele

Allelic 

frequency

Genotypes

Number of 

genotypes

Genotype 

frequency

A 0.2121 AA 0 0

D 0.7879 AD 14 0.4242

DD 19 0.5758

The two genotypes identified in the surveyed population scored quite close 

frequencies, the homozygous genotype DD having a slightly higher frequency, 

57.58%, identified in 19 individuals, compared to 42.42% scored by the 

heterozygous genotype AD. The frequency of gene D, 78.79%, was higher than 

the frequency of gene A, 21.21%.

No situations of paternity rejection were observed at Tf locus after 

analysing the offspring-dam-sire couples for allele inheritance from parents to 

offsprings (Table 6).

Table 6 Allele inheritance from parents to offsprings at Tf locus and analysis of the 

couples

Dam Sire Offspring

1-6434-Tf DD 1-51312- Tf AD 1-6829- Tf AD

2-6475- Tf DD 2-51387- Tf AD 2-6830- Tf AD

5-6331- Tf AD 3-51375- Tf DD 5-6807- Tf AD

6-6408- Tf DD 3-51375- Tf DD 6-6822- Tf DD

13-6479- Tf AD 3-51375- Tf DD 13-6811- Tf DD

Albumins

Only the homozygous genotype AA has been identified at locus Al, its 

frequency being 100%, which shows the phenomenon of genetic fixing for this 

type (Braend, Efremov, 1965).

The genetic analysis of the dam-sire-offspring couples for the inheritance 

of the 3 biochemical structures, Hb, Tf and Al, shows that there were no 

situations of paternity rejection. However, due to the narrow genetic variability 

of these populations we can not confirm that the paternity of the offsprings is 

sure. We will subsequently analyse our results and those produced by blood 

groups genotyping and DNA markers. The final decision on animal identity and 

paternity will be taken after the corroboration of these data sets.

CONCLUSIONS

The genotypes at loci Hb, Tf and Al have been identified in a population of 

33 Romanian Spotted cattle from SCDB Tg- Mures si SEMTEST Tg- Mures

using hydrolyzed potato starch and polyacrylamide electrophoresis.
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Gene and genotype frequencies were determined for those loci observing a 

narrowing of the genetic variability in the three surveyed loci.

No situations of paternity rejection were observed at Hb, Tf and Al loci 

after analysing the offspring-dam-sire couples for allele inheritance from 

parents to offsprings. However, due to the narrow genetic variability of these 

populations we can not confirm that the paternity of the offsprings is sure. Data 

from further analyses using blood groups genotyping and DNA markers will be 

analysed and corroborated with the data of the present study enabling us to take 

the final decision on animal identity and paternity.
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